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ABSTRACT

The Joreskog -and SorboM LISREL method is. investigated as

i s an alternative to regression4analysis in studies of

aptitude-treatment interactions (ATI), to solve problems

caused by unr eliability of measurements and by large

sets of variables. A stud reported by M.J. Behr is

reanalyzed. The study in estigated relations between

verbal and figural aptitu e variables and outcome

variables within one verbal and one figural treatment

teaching modulus 'seven arithmetic. The, relations

between latent aptitude variables and latent outcome

variables are studied in 4 LISREL models with either

1 or 2 latent aptitude variables, interpretable as a

general factor and verbal and figural ability, respecti-
.

vely, and with 2, sets'of latent outcome variables,

interpretable-as learning/retention and computational

'speed /understanding. No significant interaction is

found, but tendencies towards interaction are noted.

It is concluded that LISREL has several advantages in

the analysis'of ATI studies, but also that the power

of the testbof ATI effects is low, particularly when

there is\a high correlation betwen the latent aptitude

variables.
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`INTRODUCTION

In research, on aptitude-treatment interactions (ATI) the

interest is focussed on joint effects of instructional

treatment and individual differences. The standard procedure-'

for ana,lyzing,data from ATI studies is to regress outcome

variables one at a time on one or, more aptitude variables

within treatment groups and to test'for homogeneity/of

the within treatment regression slopes (Cronbach & Snow,

'1977, ch. 3).

However, the 4rdinary regression analysis of ATI data is

not freecfrom problems. The regression on an observed

aptitude Variable is differen from thefgression,on

the true aptitude variable-when it is not perfectly

reliable; errors of measurement in the aptitude variables

thus bias the tests and descriptions of ATI effects.

. Cronbach and. Snow (1977) stated that "Ideally, every ATI

udy would rxamine the regression of outcome onto the

true aptitude score... This... regression will have a

different slope than the observed-score regression, and

under some circumstances the apparent interaction may

be radically altered. Important as this matter is, it

has been ignored in ATI research to date..." (p.34).

The problem,, is seve e enough when only one aptitude \rani(

able is, considered(but it is aggravated in multiple

regression (Cronbach & Snow, 1977, p. 36). Furthermore,

an additional complication arises n the regression based

approach to the analysis of ATI data when there are many

variales. Then a great many regression coefficients are

estimated and tested, which makes for chance significan-

cies and tends to
%
give rise to complex patterns of results

which are' hard to interpret.

In this paper an alternative approacp to the analysis of

ATI data will be illustrated 7-7 the.LISREL method of
/ts



(joreskog and Sorbom (see JOreskog, 1970, 1973, 104;

JOreskog 8,'SOrbom, 1976, 1977, 1978): LISREL (LInear

Structural RELations) is a method, and a ,computer pro-

gram, for analysis of linear structural relations between

variables, which may be either observed or latent. When

latent variables are studied a factorial structure is

imposed.on the observed variables; which structure serves

to identify the latent v riables and allows estimation

.of the error variances n the observed variables. In

this'way Several observed variables may be rediced to.c.

% fewer latent variables and relations between true

variables rather -ehan observed variables can be studied.

_It cannot'be taken for granted, however, that LISREL only

has advantages when.. applied to analysis oPATI studies:

The method is built on st,rong assumptions concerning the

nature of the daea;,not only consistency of thy, estimates

is of importance but also their variance, just to mention'

two possible sources of problems.jbere seems)thus to be a

need for empirical studies of the applicability of this

alternative method in the analysis of ATI.ata.

One purpose of the present study s to make such an

appraisal Of the problems (and virtues of L CSREL. The
e-Study is a reanalysis of 6 study present by Behr (1967),

which was chosen because it included several aptitude

and outcome variables and because.thepr Sent authors
f'

,, Are familiar with the substantive problem studied by

A

1.

(-
Behr.

'Behr investigated the hypothesis that tests of verbal
a

ability aria'more highly correlated with achievement in

) a verbal treatment than in a figural treatment and that

-tests of figural ability are more highly correlated with

1 ach evement in a figural treatm t than in a verbal

tratment (cf. GuStafon, 1976/. This was.bne.'of the

first ATI.pypotheses to be 'suggested and several of the
4

.

early ATI-st les of which the Behr stddlys one,jnvesti-

gated this,hypothes'S.

2
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Behr used 14 aptitdde variabels; about, half of them were

verbal and half of them were figural. One group of subjects

studied a verbal-symbolic (VS) programmed teaching material

and another group of subjectsstudied a figural-symbolic

'(FS) teaching material. The study included 7 outcome

variablesfor a more detailed' desCription of the Behr'

study, see below) % rf

Behr investigated interactions by comparing the within-

treatment regressions Of,,each of the dependent variables

on each of the aptitude variables. About a dozen signi-

ficant interactions were found, and alnAost.all interactions

were due to a steeper regression on verbal tests in the
4

VS treatment than inthe ES.treatment.

In their review of ATI research Cronb ch and Snow (1977,

p. 286) made a simple reanalysis usi ligure.q pr'esented

by Behr. For one outcome they's ?egression

coefficients of dil>the,figural .gAA6rarately fOr

the two tr,eatments. .wasp e for the

verbal tests. The sum for both 5i,c1.4ps Of'teSts Was higher

in the VS- treatment, even thOughi the differOOd.fwA

smaller for theficlqal tests. bronpach !alikSnOw. drew

the concitision that a general:' factor was associated ,.
. _

with achievement in th VS 4.thanin the FS treatent:

Gustafsson (1974, pp, 15-16;-cf: Gustafsson, 1976, p.56)

presented another simple reanalysis of the Behr study.,:.

The most reliable tests were seletted and one verbal

and one figural test at a .tiMe were entered into separate

multiple regression equations for the two treatmentsiIt/
was found thatOne figural test that had .a highe zero7

order regression coefficient in the FS treatment, in

the multipl,aualysis came out:with a much higher ?partial

regression coefficient in the FS treatment than iA the

VS treatment. This result was interpreted as a very

weaktendency towards interaction wi*figural ability
!!"

.
Vs\



and since the interaction with verbal ability seemed

relatively well' established it was concluded that the

Behr study gave sofie support to the verbal/figural ATI

hypothesis. Three different conclusions have thus been

dravin from the Behr study: Behr himself stressed the

result's obtained with each particular aptitude variable;

Cronbach and Snow interpreted the effects found as being

accountable for by general ability; and Gustafsson,

finally, saw some value in the distinction between verbAl

and figural abilities. In addition to the,methodological

purpose of studying the applicability of LISREL, another

purpose will be tosee which, if any, of these conclusions

'receives support.

METHOD

The Behr study

4

$

The subject matter taught in the Behr study was modulus seven

arithmetic. In both the VS and FS treatments algebraic symbols

were used but in the VS treatment this information was supple-

mented with verbal information. In the FS treatment figural

information was added to the symbolic presentation. The figUral

material was .of low complexity, consisting for example of a

circle with whiCh the arithmetic operations were illustrated

as movements along. the circle.

The aptitude varibles were seledted to correspond to cells

in the Guilford-(1967) "Structure-of-Intellect (SI)" model.
,

Of the tests, 6 had a figural content (-F-), 5 had a semantic

(verbal) content (-M-) and 2 had a symbolic (numeric) (-S-)

content. In addition there was a test, called Integration,

which was not classifiable in the SI structre. This test

gave verbally-formulated instructions concerning directions.

It can be hypothesized that this test measures figural

ability; it comes quite close to the task which Brooks

(1967) in experimental studies has shown to be of a spatial/

figural kind. Two kinds of operations, cognition (C--) and
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memory (M--), were represented among the aptitude variables.

Most of the product categories were also represented among

one or tore of the tests: units '(--U), classes (--C),

relations (--R), transformations (--T) and implications

(--I). Table '1 displays the tests used, their coding in

the SI system, the number of items, alp the time limits.

Insert Table 1 about here

It can be observed that many of the tests are quite short,

with a very limited testing time, which is partly due to

the fact that Behr in most cases used shortened versions

of the tests.

Three criterion measures were determined: Time used to

study the program (TP), a Learning Test (LT) score and a

Retention Test (RT) score. The LT was administered two days

after the instruction and the RT two weeks after the

instruction.

The LT was written in five parts, Part- I was a speed test

of modulus seven addition and subtraction. PartS II,

IV and V all dealt with structural properties of the modulus

seven system, but contained different kinds of items. Two

sub-test scores were derived from the LT: one consisting of

the score on Part I (LA) and one consisting of the sums of

scores on parts II-V (LB). Behr used the two sub-test scores

as dependent variables, along with the total LT score.

The RT was a parallel form of LT and was written with other

modulus seven numbers in the items or with changes in the

order of the qUestions or responses. Also from the RT two

sub-test sco.res (RA and RB), corresponding to those in the

LT, were derived and used as dependent variables along

with the total RT score.

Subjects in the study were prospective elementary school

teachers, there being 120 and 108 subjects in the VS and
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FS groups, respectively. The subjects were randomly assigned

to treatments.

Through assembling information presented by Behr in tables

and appendices it was possible to construct the within '

treatment covariance matrices. ItImust be mentioned, however,

that one of the correlations presented by Behr was changed.

For the FS group the correlation between CFR and MMU was

reported to be .71. This correlation is by far the highest

correlation for any two aptitude variables and is probably

dUe to a typing error; it was therefore replaced with the

value .17.

LISREL

The LISREL approach, and related ones, has been descried

in several publications (e.g. Joreskog, 1970, 1973,,:,1974;

Joreskog & SOrbom,.1976, 1977,-1978), Here only-a very

sketchy desciiptipn can be afforded.

The LISREL model consists of two parts: the measurement

models for the dependent and independent variables, in

which latent variables (common factors) are defined in

terms of the observed variables, and the linear structural

equation model, in which the relations ,between the latent

variables ,;are specified.

There are two sets of observed variables y-= (yi,y2,...,yp)

and x-= (xl,x2,...,1y, corresponding to dependent and

independent observed variables r spectively, and two sets

of latent variables (n n 2" nm ) and E-= (E
1
,E

2"
...,E

n
), corresponding to dependent and independent latent

variables respectively. There are also vectors specifying'

the unique parts o he y and x variables, c-= (ci,c2,

) and 6-= 2" ..,6 ) and a vector specifying the

residuals in the structural equations system: t,-=

m ). .igJe4



In LISREL the relations between the latent variables and

the observed variables, and the relations between the

latent variables are specified in up to eight parameter

matrices:

A
x is a factor loading matrix of order q x n, for the-

regression of the x v ables on the variables.

A is a factor loading mat ix of order p
-

x m, for the
-Y

regression of the y variables on' the n variables.

0
6
is a diagonal or symmetric matrix of order q x q . -

containg, the covariance matrix for the unique parts

of the x variables.

0
E

is a diagonal or symmetric matrix of order p x p

containg the covariance matrix for the unique parts

of the y variables.

(I) is a diagoniX or symm tric matrix of order n x n

containg matrix of the E variables.

T is a diagonal or symmetrid matrix of order m x m for

the residuals (disturbance terms or errors in equations).

I' is a coefficient matrix or order m x n for the structural

relations between the and the n variables.

S is a coefficient matrix of order m x m for the structural

relations among the n variables.

The measurement models for the x variables is written:

x = A
x
E,+6,

4

and for the y variables it is written:

y = Ayn+E.

The system of linear

= +

structural equations has the form:

Specifying a LISREL model involves specification of the

nature of each element ilthe parameter matrices (the

elements will be referred to, with small Gtek letters).
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The elements can be of three kinds: a fixed parameter,

i.e. the parameter is assigned a given value; a free

parameter, i.e. the parameter is to be estimated; and a

constrained-parleter, i.e. the parameter is to be

estimated but it is constrained to be equal to one or

more 'other parameters.

If the model is identified, i,e, if there is a unique

estimate of each non -fixed parameter, the parameters can

be estimated with maximum likelihood methods from the

sample covariance matrices, using the JOreskog and Sor-

bom (1978) LISREL4 program, for example. Each analysis

of a f lly identified model not only yields estimates of

parameters I?ut also an overall x
2 test of the goodness

of fit to the model,/along with standard errors of the

estimated parameters. Through computing the differences

between the values of the test statistics obtained with

more and less constrained models, i.e. models differing

as to the number of parameters estimated, it is also

'possible to test the signigicance of subsets of para-

meters.

So far the presentation of the LISREL model has only

dealt with the case when there is one gi-oup only. However,

the-LISREL4 program handleS several groups as well, and

throughcOnstraining parameters to be equal in several groups

it is possible to test the equality between groups, either

of all the estimated parameters or of subsets of the para-

meters' (cf. SOrbom, 1978).

In ATI applications of LISREL the main interest is of

course centered orf the r coefficients, which roughly corres-

pond to the within-treatment regression coefficients and it

is a rather straightforwatd process to estimate these

within the treatment groups and to test them for equality

between groups.

FdR
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'It
-,

wasauggested.by Joreakog and Sorbom (1977) that it

4'1,;: may be ..a good Strategy-to construct the .full LISREL model
'

.0,
+

% -

in stepS, ,start1n4 with the measurement-models and then
,..,.

only at a later step', fit these together through the linear
- ,77

structural equations. T4i$ is the strategy followed here,

.:kewill start with the measurement Model 'for the '
. .

RESULTS

aptitude variables. f

O

Measurement models- for theap.titup variables

Each of.the cells in the Guilford SI-system supposedly

'defines a unique factor-and since in the Behr study only

one test;'was sampled from each cell it could, from the

SI point of view, be argued that no attempts should be

made to account for these:With a smaller set of common

factors. However, 'apart.from-the fact that the inter-

correlations among the factors defined in the SI-system

have not been much studied, it could be argued that the

SI-system is so elaborate as 6 be impractical. Cronbach

and Snow said:

"if as many abilities as Guilford recognizes must
be recognized, hypotheses about ATI will have to
be finely differentiated and very large samples
will be needed to establish weightings for separate
abilities. The prospects for sucessful ATI research
would be much enhanced if it were decided that a system
simpler than Guilford's accounts for the ability
differences of long-run practical importance."
(Cronbach'& Snow, 1977, p. 155, emphasis in original).

Cronbach,and Snow (1977, pp. 155-160) made,a partial

assessment of the SI system and presented some reanalyses

of correlation matrices. They concluded, among other

things, that tests with a similar "content" tend to inter-

correlate but that tests calling for the same kind of

"product" are not fictionally similar.



.There are thus strongreasonsxto investigate the

possibilities to reducethe many observed aptude
-variables in the Behr study to a smaller set oft common
factors.

,

, When LISREL is applied to develop the measurement models
A .

a sequence of confirmatory factor analySes carried,w,

out. To get some information about the dimensionality of
the- latent space one ordinary exploratory factor analysis
was firSt performed within each treatment group. These.

4analyses indicated, in the first place, that.the two -S-
tests had very little in compion with the other tests, and
they were therefore,excluded. The sequence of eigenvalues
indicated, secondly', that there in the groups were 3 or 4
common factors. There were, howevei,*some differences in
the size and pattern of loadings for the two gr6ups.

It seemed a good strategy to'start with few factors in the
confirmatory analyses. and thenadd more.factors if necessa-
ry. A 1-factor model was fitted, and also a 2-factor model,

with one factor defined by all the -M- tests, and the other
factor defined by the -F- tests. For each of these cases
two solution's were made; one in which the parameters were

specified to be the same in the twotreatment groups and
one in which no constraint of equality,yas imposed. The
results from the tests of - goodness of fit. of these four.

solutions have been entered in Table 2, along with tfie

appropriate differences to test equality of the solutions
in the groups and to test whether the 2-factor solution
is significantly better than the 1-factor solution._

Insert Table 2 about here

No significant difference is found between the solutions
for the treatment groups. The tests of the differences

between the 1-"and 2-factor solutions indicate a significantly



bettet fit for the 2-factor solution. Furthermpre, the

overall evaluation of fit of the 2-factor solution gives

. a value of the test statistic which is slightly lower

thanthe critical value. Ttlus, even thoUgh the fit of

the verbs /figural solution is far from perfect it is

for the ,present pdrposes considered acceptable.

Had higher standards o t been set it would of course

have been natural to 3=factor, and perhaps a 4-

factor model. However4-' though it will.not be illustrated

here wd would like tp m ntIon the. availability of another

strategy to obtain fyt without adding further factors.'

Often the specific parts of some tests correlate because.

. the tests share certain characteristics. such as being

administrered,at a common occasion, or having similar content,

or requiring the same type of answers and so on, In contrast

with ordinary factor analysis the correlations between the

errors of measurement need in LISREL not beassumed to be

zero, but can be set as free parameters tobe estimated

(of. Stirbom, 1975), which may at times be a better strategy

lil

than to introduce additional factors.

In Table 3 the standardited factor loadings estimated

within each treatment group are presented.. The factors

will be labeled the figural and the verbal factor respectively.

Insert Table 3 about here

It is, however, difficult to characterize the nature of the

factors more closely on the basis of the size of the loadings,

since the differences between the groups tend to be almost

as large as the differences between the tests. There is a

tendency for the figural factor to display higher loadings

in the:VS group than in the FS group. Tests of the equality

of each loading show that among the figural tests thereis

one significant difference between the treatment groups;
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for MFU a t-value of 2.63 is obtained. The differencesJare

smaller and less systematic for the verbal factor, but

there is a significantdiflerence-for the MMR test '(t= 1.97).,

It can be observed that fer many of the tests the communa-,

lity is veryjow', One reason for this is that the reliabi-

lity of the tests must bellow_since they are often very

short. Another reason might be-that each test brings,much

specifi ty; this is of-course to be expected .oh *le basis

of SI- theory. With LISREL, however, it is'not in a model

like this one possible to obtain sepatate estimates of ,the

specificity and the errors of measurement as such.

The'factors are verj highly intercOrrelated; in the VS

group the correlation is .81 and in the FS group it is

.80. Even though these correlations are significantly

different from unity they are so high that there is very

little information in the verbal/figural ability distinction.

Two reasons can be cited why in this case the,correlation

between the factors is so high!. It will be recalled that

the sample was drawn from a population of prospective

elementary school teachers;"-thus it is likely to have c'

ben all, or almost all, female and it has repeatedly been

found that the figural/spatial factors are weaker among

females than among males (e.g.Werdelin, 1961). Secondly,

it has been shown that certain figural.tests are quite

amenable to solution with verbal/reasoning kinds of

processing (cf. Gustafsson, 1976, ch 2). Most of the figural

tests used by Behr are likely to be of that type; the tests

K---------a

on which verbal/reasoning strategies are less successful

seem to be those with less complex stimulus configurations

-h-d- which place higher demands on speed (such tests are
ke-

classified as CFS in the SI system).

Furthermore it appears that the choice'of tests and the

choice of subjects interact to produce a high correlation

between the factors, since females in particular appear to

5sort to verbal/reasoning strategies whenever possible

(Gustafsson, 1976, ch. 6).
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In spite of the high correration bOtween the factoi.s theF
2-factor' model will be"used zs a mreasurement'model for

the aptitude variables* HoWever, the 1-factor'model will

beused as well, to contr astThterpretations/in terms.,,of

general ability with interpreations in terms of the

verbal/figuraliidistinction.

4asurdment models for the dependent variablq.0

In the measurement models for the dependent variabIeS
4

only the sub-test scores (LA, LB, RA, a!id RB) will bit

used; the total scores can of course not be, included

since they are linearly dependent on the sub -test scores,

.and the TP measure cannot alone define a "time-factor."

With 4 dependent variables it is possible to define a

2-factor model and still have 1 degree ofOreedom left

to test goodness of fit. It should be pc4sible,' however,

to define two potentially meaningful 2- factor solutions:

either one learning factor defined by LA 'and LB and one

retention factor,defined.by RA and RB;-or one computational

speed factor defined by LA and RA and GA6-factor defined

as understanding of the structural properties of the system,

measured by LB and RB. Both these possibilities will be

investigated.
a

Basing the analysis on the correlation matrices -the lear-

ning/retention factors were first postulated. In both

groups an exceedingly poor fit was, obtained (VS: x2 =

49.9, df = 1; FS: )(2''= 29.0). Testing the equality of

the estimated parameters for the two groups, no significant

difference was found (X2 = 6.0, df = 9).

The poor fit Within both treatment groups may in

this case be due to correlated errors of measurement;

the common content of the LA ,and RA tests on the one hand

and of the LB and RB tests on the other can be suspected

to cause
e

0 and 0 to be larger than zero. Since

o LA,RA LBJRB
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-' I
the model has only 1 degree of freedom it is not pos le

) .

to estimate these two correlatedverrors here; when

variables,are' added this is, however, possible (Joreskog

& SOrbom, 1978, pp. 22-28).

It is nevertheless possible to obtain an indkrect appralsal

of the effects of the correlated' errors of Measurement. A
,

maximum likelihood estimate df the-correlation between

n and n
R
can easily be obtained (JOreskog &:Sorbom, 1937,

p. 29.3). If this estimate is lower than the estimate ob-
. 1.

tained when the assumption is made that the errorshof

measurement pare uncorrelated, thls can only be because

the correlated errors contribute to the latter estimate.

Allowing for possibly"correlated errors the estimates of

the correlation between n
L

and n
R
were .79 and .91 in

the VS 'and FS groups, respectively; suming uncorrelatecV,

errors the corresponding estimate .99 and 1.08. Thus,

when,uncorrelated errors of measurement are assumed the

learning and retention factors collapse, but when the

effects of common test content are partialled out the

factors appear to be distinct, at least within the VS .

group.

Within the measurement model only it is not possible to

make proper tests of whether one or both of the sub-tests

contribute with correlated errors. Within the. full LISREL

model, where the aptitude factors have been added it is,

however, possible to obtain t-tests of the estimates of

these parameters. Bringing in thep.e results already here

it is found that the t-Alue for the estimate of the

covariance. between the errors in LA and RA is 5.06 'and

2.92 in-the VS and FS groups, respectively; for LB and

RB the corresponding figures are 1.65 and 1.05. Thus,

the correlated errors are higher for computational speed,

and particularly so in the. VS group.



Behr.found a signifidantly higher variance for RA and

RB in the VS treatment.(Behr, 1967: pp. 42-43). It can

thus be-dRpected that diffei-ences are:found between the

-- treatment groups when the covariance matrices are analyzed'

instead of the correlation matrices. Th' is indeed the

case;"there beinga highly ' nificayt value for the ebst

statistic (X2= 31.9, df = t TA7pld of course also be

poSsible to apply DISREL to test subsets of the parameters
. ,

i --,. ,

to get iRformation about which variances differ between

'the treatments;ophis is hdrdly necessary, thodgh, since
)

the concluSions from such atalyses ard'not likely to"

differ from the conclusions 'drawn by Behr.

IT / ..
,!. N_ .

.

.

....--- ,A...,../

The correlated errors of measurement-found above'are

clear indications that LA and RA form one factor and that

LB and RB form another factor. Testing the hypothesis. of

this 2Lfactor structure among the dependent variables

somewhat' better fit than when the learning/retention

factors were yestigated is obtained in both groups

(VS: X2 = 21 p, df = 1; = 4.1, df 1, p < .04).

. .

. The fit is obviously better in the FS group than in the.

VS group; still a test of\theeguality of the estimated

parameters (fvom the.corplation matrices) is far from

significant (x2 = 4.6, df = 9). Since it Alas shown :above'

that the learning/retentiqn factors are identifiable, at

least in the VS group, the reason for the poor fit of

the speed/understanding factor structure must be co

lated errors of measurement.

Alitowing for correlated errors of measurement the stimates

of the correlation between the factors were .65 and .72.in

the VS and FS groups, respectively. Assuming the errors to

be uncorrelated the estimates were .70 and .75. These

figures indicate that the speed/understanding'factors are

stronger than are the learning/retention factors, and that

the differentiation between the factors.is more clear in

the VS than in the FS group. Using results from the full

LISREL model the t-value for the covariance between the

15 '
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errors in LA and LB is found to be 1.44 and 1.391n the

VS and FS,,groups, retpecti ely; for RA and RB thd, corres-

.ponding figUres-Nare._3.1( an .20. rff'IT'it foUnd that
-v

the correlated ertgrs,are,mo e important in. the Vg"group.

The analyses of the dependent'yariables thus.have shown.

that it ispostible fir,define two measureme#t modikls,; ,one

with the speed/undertanding factors, wit4Itte:effects,Of.

he'two occasions of. measurement talon into account; and

with the learning/retention factors, with the4ffects'
4

of the commoncontentin the test taken intoaccount..

-Both these' measurement models wili'be used. in the analysis

.of the structural relations within treatmentS.
4 41; 4?

: °

Structural- relations,,Within.treatMents

Having developed the measurement models for the aptit6de

variable's and for the outcome variables it is now tAme to

fit these together into 'the full .LISREL model, and to study

the structural,relations :within treatments.

It wO decided.t qte;two different measurement models

for the aptitude variables, on0,1faator model only

representing,a general factor and one 2- factor, model with

,,the verbal, /,figural factors. AlsO-for:the dependent'variables

two measureMentifriodels were defined, one cOnt4ing the

learning/retent:* factorsand.one contZinincithe.tpeed/

understanding factors. Combining these measurement models

we get 4 full LISREL models.

.In Figure 1 the LISREL model for the verba1/4ffural and

Speed /understanding factors is shown, Utingtri6 following

symbolsp Latent variables are enclosed'in circles,obserVed'

variables are enclosed in squares; and errors of measure-.
,

ment and disturbance 'terms are included without-being.

_enclosed. A straight one-way arrow indicates a' causal, .

influence Of One .variable on another,and curvedtwo-waY,

arrdws indicate.- correlation between variabet witriout-any
tr.

causal interpretation (cf. Joreskog Sorbpm ,19713)
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Insert Figure 1 about here

Only one figure.is shown but since there are two treatment

groups its must be imagihed th.4 there is orlecgraph for each

treatment. Tfie models, forithe two groups can have more or

less in common, .however. Orie possibility is of course to

estimate-all the parameters within the groups. without

4onsXraining any of them to be equal: However,-in- this

case it Lis reasonable that the same,measurement model for

the aptitude'variables (SM) -is:used in both groups. Should

the restats. from such an analysis differ from the results

when different measurement models (DM) are used this can

only:be because differences between the treatment groups

with respect to the aptitude variables spuriously affect
N'

the r44ions between aptitude and, outcome within treat-,

ments. Results. obtained under. b9th the DM and SM models

will be presented.

The unstandardized coefficients of the relatiOns between

latent aptitude variables and the speed/understanding

outcome variables are presented. in Table 4, for both the

1-factor and the 2-factOr aptitude models.Along with

the coefficients, t=values for pairwise tests of their
,

similarity in the treatments have been.entered'whke

results from overall tests Of fit are presented in Table 5.

Insert Tables 4 and 5 about here

None of ttre-fests of interactio
.61

approaches signifi-

cance. However, a partial explanation f this is found. if

the standard errors of the estimates are considered. These

are particularly in the verbal/figural model so high that

only, few of the within-treatment relationships are signifi-

cant. Since the coefficients presented are the unstandardized

ones their absolute level cannotjpe judged from these figures

alone. However, the standardized coefficients, interpretable

as partial correlations, were quite high, with the values

often being around .50.
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When the gen/ral aptitude varia1le is included in the model
the standard errors 4enerally are smaller and the within-

treatment coefficients are all highly significant. This
indicates, chat the standard errors are so large when the
verbal/figural variables are used because of the high

correlation between the lateOt aptitude variables, and
from the fOrmulafor the .standard errors of estimates of
the y coefficients it is clear that these are a quadratic
function of the correlation.

Looking at the descriptive pattern of results for the
..verbal/figural aptitude variables it can be observed that
with respect to understanding the figural aptitude \ariable

has a higherCoefficient in the ,VS group than in the FS

group and that the verbal aptitude variable has a slightly
higher coefficient in FS; with respect to speed the pattern
of differences is completely reversed. It can also be

observed that there are some differences in the descriptive
patterns of results under the DM and SM models: With respect
to understanding the SM model yields smaller differences

between the treatments than does the DM model, while the
opposite is the case for speed.

For the general aptitude variable there is for both the

outcome variables a higher coefficient in the VS than in
the FS group, but it must also be observed that there

especially with respect to understanding is a smaller

difference between the treatments under the SM model than
under,. the DM model.

No graph is shown for the model with the learning/retention
outcome variables. This LISREL model is quite similar to

the one for speed/understanding, the only differences being
that there is a unidirectional influence of learning on
retention and that LA and RA now have correlated errors of
measurement, as have LB and RB.



,In Tables 6 and 7 the results obtained with the learning/

retention factors are shown. The tests of interaction

'yield even lower values of the test statistics than was

Insert Tables' 6 -and 7 about here
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the case for the other outcome variables, and descriptively
th'ere are for the verbal/figural.variables only very small
differences between tlje coefficients for the treatments.

For the general aptitude variable there is with respect
to both, the outcome variables a somewhat higher coefficient

in the VS group than in the FS group, but again the difference

is smaller under the SM model than under the DM model. .

To summarize, no significant interaction is found in the

LISREL analyses even though there descriptively are some

differences between the treatments: For computational speed

a pattern of differences between treatments conforming to

that specified in the original verbal/figural ATI hypothesis

is found, but for understanding the reverse pattern of

differences is found.

With respect to the learning/rentention factors there are

even descriptively very few signs of interactions. It can

be.noted, however, that treatment obviously in some ways

had differential effects on outcome: The,variancp in the

variables measuring retention was higher in the VS treatment

than in the FS treatment and there is a lower correlation

between learning and retention in the VS group than in the

FS group. These differential effects may ,61,f course be

related to aptitude variabieS,, but if thatis so it must

be other variables than the verbal /figural, ones.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Before discussing the methodological and substantive conclusions

to be drawn from this reanalysis it should be pointed out that

a replication of the Behr (1967) study has been presented by

Belir and Eastman (1975). In the replication a sample of about

the same size was drawn.from the same population as in the

original study. Some changes were made of the instructional

materials in that the figural treatment was made more induc-

tive and the verbal treatment more deductive. In the replica-

tion only two outcome measures were used, a retention and a

transfer test. Both these tests were administrered one week

after the learning session. Seven aptitude variables were

used; among those were the tests that had shown interactions

in the original study.

In the Behr and Eastman (1975) analysis several different

methods were used in the study of ATIs:Correlation coeffi-

cients were compared, and a large number of multiple-regression'

analyses were performed. The dependent variables also were

regressed on two Varimax factors. In no analysis any significant

interaction, was found and on the basis of these negative

results Behr and Eastman warned against, accepting the results

from the original study.

However, the replication did not assess computational speed

--and understanding as separate outcomes, and the reanalysis

presented above indicates both that different patters of

results are obtained with respect to these-outcome variables

and that the. strongest effects are-found with respect to

computational speed. Therefore it does not seem that the

replication has much to tell about the results obtained in

the reanalysis.

As was ment1ioned earlier there exist at least three analyses

and interpretations of the results in the Behr (1967) study.

These will now be examined in the -light of the results

obtained using the LISREL approach.
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Behr himself stressed, in the Guilford (1967) tradition,

the uniqueness of each single aptitude variable and

refrained from relating these to each other. In contrast

with the LISREL analysis Behr did find some significant

interactions some more actually than can be expected

from chance at the significance level chosen, if indepen-

dence is assumed. The tests entering interactions with

one or,more of the post-tests wire CMU, MMA and CMC,

which is a thoroughly mixed set, and it is hard to find

any reason why these verbal tests and not the others

should enter into interactions.

Using large sets of aptitude variables the ATI researcher

is exposed to very great risks of false postive and false

negative conclusions. Thus with such an approach it is

even in the long run almost impossible to sort out the

dependable findings from the undependable ones and to

know whether it is the unique or the common parts of the

variables that enters into interactions.

There is of course a risk that important interactions

are missed if the specific parts of the aptitude variables

are left out. However, if it cannot be shown on.theoretical
A

grounds that it is the specific >arts of the aptitude

variables which are likely to enter into interactions with

the treatment variables there are strong reasons to reduce

large sets of aptitude variables to a smaller set of

latent variables.

In order not to create any misunderstanding,we should

point out that this recommendation of course only applies

when it is reasonable to .impose a factorial structure on

the aptitude variables. If'the tests all measure

-different'fa-ctors such an approach is not reasonable.

However, even in such cases LISREL can be used to4tudy

relations between latent variables, if each test is entered

as two half-tests or if previously obtained estimates of

the reliability is entered into the model.

21
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Cronbach and Snow concluded, as described in the

Introduction, that a general factor of ability was more

associated with achievement 4n the VS treatment than*,

in the FS treatment. The LISREL results show that the

coeffidient for the structural relations between the

general aptitude factor and the outcome variables tends

to be considerably higher in VS than in FS.' However, a

part of the interaction found by Cronbach and Snow can

be accounted,for by differences between the treatment

groups with respect, to the aptitude variables, since

when the same measurement.Model is used for both treat-

ments the differehce between the coefficients is lower.

With respect to computational speed there is even under

the SM model a considerably higher coefficient in the

VS group, but when the verbal/figural aptitdde variable5

are analyZed instead this difference is found to be,

wholly accounted for by the verbal ability variable.

Thus, the LISREL results give very little support to

the Cronbach and Snow conclusion.

Gustafsson (1974) concluded that the interaction with

verbal ability seemed well established in Behrsstudy

and suggested also that there may be a very weak inter-

action with figural ability. Gustafsson (1976) also

pointed out thatthe tests of verbal ability were not

highly correlated with achievement in the VS treatment,

but that they had no or a negative relationship with

achievement in the FS treatment (cf. Behr & Eastman,

1975, p. 156). ft was concluded that this indicated

that "pupils with a high verbal ability did poorly in

the FS treatment rather than well in the VS treatment"

(Gustafsson, 1976, p.

TNeresults for the understanding variable certainly do

not give any support to such a conclusion but the results

with respect to computational speed do to some extent:

there is a negative coefficient for the relation between

verbal ability and computational speed within the FS

treatment, while at the same time there is a weak positive

relationship within the VS treatment.
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To the best of our knowledge computational speed and

similar types of outcome have not been much studied in

ATI research studying the verbal/figural aptitude variables,

in sPite of the eact that many studies have used mathematics

as subject matter. It is thus difficult to compare this

result in the Behr study with results in other studies.

However, the lack of interaction with respect to under-

standing is in agreement with the results in other studies,

including the Behr and Eastman (1975) replication and

studies by Bracht (1969); Carry (1967), Webb and Carry

(1975), Hancock (1975), and Gustafsson (1976).

No attempt will here be made to interpret the tendency

towards interaction with respect to computational speed

since it is so utterly weak. However, should further

research provide suppoiting evidence, it seems reasonable

that' the interpretation Should be couched in what Gustafsson

(1976, p. 81) labelledinterferential terms, i.e. that a

treatment has negative effectS on the learning apd processing

of subjects high in an ability.

So far we have mainly discussed the results from a

substantive point of view; now we will turn to a discussion

about the methodological aspects. Before scrutinizing the

advantages and disadvantages of LISREL as a method for

analyzing ATI data, it must, however, be pointed out that

suggestions for methods of analysis purporting to solve

some of the problems which can be appVoached with LISREL

have been offered earlier.

Cronbach and Snow (1977), p. 39) argued that when there

are several aptitude variables a reduced tank analysis

may hi- performed through regressing 'outcome on aptitudes

forme, as composites, either on the basis of factor

analysis or on the 'oasis of judgement. And in the context

of an illustrative analysis of a study including measure-

ment of achievement at several points in time Cronbach and

Snow (1977) claimed that_ methods such as path analysis

and structural equation models. "are becoming increasingly

significant in educational research and that they may be

peculiarly valuable in,studies of learning and ATI" (p.94).



Some of the problems which may be solved with LISREL

can certainly be solved with other methods. In order to

reduce several observed variables to few latent variables

component or factor analysis can be used; to study rela-

tionships between tru variables rather than observed

Variables correction r attenuation may be employed;

and to study relations between measurements with an

intrinsic causal ordering path analysis can be used.

But with LISREL it'is possible to Specify models including

all these features, which results in a more parsimonious

and often more efficidit analysis. Furthermore, LISREL

offers capabilities not to be found in any other method

of analysis,such as the possibility of treating corre-

lated errors of measurement, and to test goodness of fit.

In the context of ATI research the LISREL approach also

has some more 'specific advantages. Even though it is

seldom investigated, it is surprisingly often found that/

there are differences between the treatment groups with

.respect to the level and structure of the aptitude

variables (cf. Cronbach & Webb, 1975; Cronbach,& Snow,

1977, p.38; Gustafsson, 1976, 1977, 1978) and such

differences often result in spurious ATIs (and can for

that matter also be suspected to conceal ATIs at times).

The necessity of formulating expliclt measurement models

for the aptitude variables in LISREL makes it, however,

natural to investigate the similarity of the structure

of the aptitude variables in he treatment groups. LISREL

also allows investigation into the effects of the

differences between the treatment groups on the structural

relations within treatments. through comparing the results

when the same measurement model is used and when4ifferent

measurement models are used, even though great caution is

always necessary wPien large and systematic differences are

found between the structure of the aptitude variables for

the treatment groups.

a

9r)
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So far we have only dealt with the possible-advantages of

LISREL as'a method for analyzing ATI data, but there are

disadvantages as well. For one thing the method is built

on rather strong assumptions: multivariate normality is

assumed. The same assumption is found iri regression

analysis, but it is probably fair to say that any advantage

that LISREL may have is reduced when this assumption is

not fulfilled. It must also be pointed out that the good-
,

ness'of fit test is a large sample test. Unfortunately

very little is kriown ghbut at what sample sizes 'the test

sufficiently well approximates its asymptotic propertiea,

but obviously a warning must be made against using IJISREL

for very small samples.

The greatest problem, however, inapplying LIhT, to

analyze ATI data is that the standard errors of the

estimates of the structural relations within treatment{-

are large. One reason why these standard errors ire so
4

large is that there tends to be an inverse relationship

between the degree of consistency and t e variance of

an estimator, so there is a price to be paid to obtain

the unbiased estimates. (Parenthetically, it can be

pointed out that even within regression analysis the

inverse relationship between consistency and variance

has been studied, zee Winer, 1978). Another reason why

the standard errors are so extremely large in this

particular case is that the correlation between the latent

aptitude variables is so high.

Even when regression analysis is used the power of the

tests of interaction mostly is too low with the sample

sizes which are feasible in ATI research (Cronbach &

Snow, 1977). If LISREL is to be used instead of regression

analysis this problem is aggravated to become an obstacle

against ever finding a significant interaction, at least

within areas of study where there tend to be high correla-

tions between-the aptitude variables.



What can be done to reduce the large standard errors of

the estimates? One solution is to increase sample size.

However,' this solution may besimple in theory but,need

not be so in practice. Since ATI research is.often

experimental the data are cumbersome and costly to

collect so it flay simply be impossible to obtain the

large samples needed.

A more feasible strategy is to select the sample, the

tests and the model so as to reduce the correlation

between the latent variables. Reasons were stated above why with

this sample and with these tests a large correlation' can

be expected with the verbal and the figural aptitude

variables, and in retrospect it dn be concluded that

neither were well chosen to study the verbal/figural

ATI hypothesis. However, with the importance of having

a low correlation between the latent variables in mind

the researcher can often chose tests and subjects so as

to minimize it.

It is also possible to specify LISREL models which reduce

the correlation between the aptitude factors. One

possibility is to allow correlated terrors of measurement

/instead of invoking additional faccirs. Another way to
4
ioweTthe correlations between the latent variables is

to allow some of the observed variables to load in more

than one factor.

Using the six tests in Behr's study with the highest

communality it was in fact possible to define an orthogonal

2- factor model using such methods. However, the results

from application of this measurement model have not been

presented'in full for two reasons. In the first place the

factors were quite difficult to interpret; some of the

verbal tests had, for example,. their highest loadings in

the figural factor. Secapdly, when this measurement model

was used together with observed dependent variables (the

measurement models used here for the dependent variables

were not identified with this measurement model for the

aptitude variables) the verbal factor disappeared in the
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sense that it had a non-significant variance.

These experienc& indicate that in this case the information

in the observations about the verbal/figural.aptitude variable

distinction is too limited, whichever model is chosen to

describe the data.

A more drastic solution is of cours6 to specify an orthogonal

model without bothering about the resulting poor fit when the

variables are in fact correlated. To study thefffects of

chosing an orthogonal model instead of the proper oblique

model the computational speed/understanding outcome variables

were analyzed together with the verbal/figural aptitude

variables, defined by the 12 tests but with a zero covariance

specified.

For computational speed the difference between the within-

treatmentcoefficients for the VS and FS groups changed

from 1.25 to-.98 for verbal ability and from -.12 to ,.01

for figural ability. Thus, specification of the wrong model

did not affect the estimates too seriously. However, the

standard errors were reduced with a factor of about 2.5 so

in the orthogonal model there was in fact a significant

difference between the within-treatment coefficients for

the relation between computational speed and verbal ability

(t = 2.08).

In spite of the fact that it is even possible to find a

significant interaction in this case we certainly cannot

recommend thatpoor-fitting orthogonal models are used.

The estimates of the parameters need notot be too wrong,

but the standard errors will be seriously underestimated,

so the tests of interaction cannot be trusted.

As was pointed out previously the problem of-the low

.power of the statistical tests in ATI research is certainly

not unique to LISREL; it is just more pronounced in that

method of analysis than it is in regression analysis.

Cronbach and Snow (1977) concluded that the low power of
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6
the test of interaction in regression analysis makes it

necessary to place lower weight on formal statistical tests

and instead consider the descriptixie results. Cronbach
0

(1975) even claimed that: "The time'has come to 02prcise

- the null hypothesis. We cannot afford to pour costly data

down the drain whenever effects present inithe sample 'fail

to teach- significance'."(p. 124).

We strongly agree that less emphasis should be placed on

statistical inference, and that greater importance should

be attached to description of the effects in the sample

(cf. Gustafsson, 1976).

LISREL does offer some advantages in a research strategy

based on description. For one thing, the latent aptitude

variables can be supposed to be more or less invariant

over different studies, which is important when the results

from different studies are brought together. Furthermore,

the description is based on consistent estimates of the

parameters and it is generally very parsimonious.

However, there are disadvantages as well. As was mentioned

above the.specific parts of the variables are not studied

-Onich of course is serious when the possibility of local

effects is entertained. It can also be claimed that the

LISREL approach, which involves estimation of parameters

in a'model, tends to be -quite remote from the observations

themselves. But more important is the fact that LISREL in

its present version (LISREL 4) does not allow hypotheses

on means; consequently it is notpossibld to investigate

the ordinality/disordinality of an interaction, let alone

to describe the interaction effects as they appear in the

sample.It should be pointed out, however, that LISREL can

be complemented with analyses using the COFAMM program

(Joreskog& Sorbom,1976b) which does allow estimation of

the inlercept as lonu as there are no constraints on the

structural relaticn coe_ficients.
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1

But even so the desctiption is based on rather constrained

models, involving strong assumptions about th nature of

the interaction effects and it can be claimed at the

description of interaction effects should be as unconstrai-

ned as possible (cf. Gustafsson, 1976; Gustafsson & Svensson,

1978). Thus it can be argued that even as simple methods as

descriptionS of cell means for levels of ability within

treatments for descriptive purposes do have some advantages

over more'constrained statistical models, either these are

regression models or structural equation models.

Therefore we think that LISREL analyses of ATI data often

ought to be complemented with close descriptions of effects

in the sample using as unconstrained a model for the descrip-

tion as possible, even though the latter type of analysis $

has not been possible in this reanalysis for lack of raw,

data.
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Figure 1 The full LISREL model for the verbal/figural
aptitude variables and the speed/understanding
dependent variables.
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Table 1 The aptitude variables in the Behr study

Test SI-cell No of items Time limit

Gestalt Canpletion Test CFU 20 6

Figure Classification CFC 14 3

Figure Matrix CFR 15 7

Paper Folding Test CFT 20 6

Mop Memory MFU 19 10

Object Memory MFS 30 3 + time for

Wide Range Vocabulary Test CMU 24 6 ,
recall.

Wbrd Classification CMC 20 4

Verbal Analogies CMR- 30 9 --)

Memory for wore Meanings MMU 30
5

Sentence Completion MMR 35 10 .,

Object-Number Test MSR 15 5

Addition/Subtraction Test MSI 120 4

FolloWing Direction Test (INT) 8 , 5

r)ti
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Table 2 Results from tests of fic of the 1- and 2-
factor solutions for the aptitude variables

No. of factors

.2
A

1

df p X2

2

df P

Difference

X2 df

Eaualityl
over groups 168.1 132 .02 158.4 131 .05 9.7 1 .00

No eaualityl
over groups 139.0 108 .02 128.0 106 .07 11.0 1 .00.

Difference 29.1 24 .22 30.4 25 .22

1) The parameters are constrained (or not constrained) to be
equal in the treatment groups.
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Table 3 The factor loadings (standardized) in the
solutions for the aptitude variables2-factor

Test VS

Factor
2

FS

Communality1

FS VS VS FS

CFU .41 .19 .f7 .04
CFC -57 .36 .-32

CFR
7.60

.74 .51 .55 .26
CFT

7/
.69 '.52 .48 .27

MFU .67. .19 .45 .04
MFS .51 , .20 .26 .04
INT. .50 .55 .25 .30
CMU -58 .48 .34 .23
CMC ,.44 .62 .19 .38
CMR .66 .72 .44 .52
MMU .42 .52 .18 .27
MMR .39 .11 .15 .01

2
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Table 4 Coefficients of structural relations between the
latent aptitude variables and the speed/under-
standing outcome variables within treatments

VS

Speed Understandi

FS t VS FS

DM:

Verbal .45(.76) -.55(.74) .94 .74(.62) 1.60(V -.78

Figural .29(.23) .29(.1§) -.02 .39(.20) .04(.19) 1.27

General .43(.14) .19(.08) 1.49 .61(.15) .37(.10) 1.33

SM:

Verbal .24(.8N -1.01(.75) 1.10 .63(.70) 1.20(.85) -.52

Figural .32(.23) .44(.20) -.39 .37(.19) .14(.23) .77

General .37(.11) .19(.08) 1.32 .53(.11) .45(.11) .51

Standard errors are shown in parentheses.

The t-values refer to approximate tests of equality of the
within-treatment coefficients.

. In the DM models the parameters in the measurement model for
the aptitude variables are not constrained to be equal in the
treatment groups, while in the SM models they are.

I
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A

Results from tests of fit pf the full LISREL
models with the learning /retention outcome

the t-rs equal
10 ttrups

)4f):0iters not
the groups

Lers equal
tn Ps

meters not

the groups

Veren

df p

General
aptitude

X2a df p

Verbal/figural
aptitudes

2

243.95 196 .01 258.00 200 .00

242.29 192. .01 255.79 198 .00

1.66 4 80, 2.21 2 .33

275.29 221 .01 237.0E 224 .00

274.25 217 .01 286.12 222 .00

1.04 4 .85 .96 2 .62



Table 6 Coefficients of structural relations between
the latent aptitude variables and the-
learning/retention outcome variables within
treatments.

Learning Retention

VS FS t VS FS

DM:

Verbal .50(.59) .46(.73) .04 .47(.48) .56(.47) -.12

Figural .39(.19).24(.15).49.07(.17),-.03(.10) .51!

General .55(.14) .33(.08) 1.36 .22(.15) .10(.06) .67

SM:

Verbal' .37(.69) -.19(.76) .55 .46(.56) .51(.45) -.07

Figural .39(;18) .42(.20) -.07 .06(.18) -.02(.14) .35

General .48(.10) .36(.09) .89 .18(.13) .13(.07) .34

Standard errors. are shown in parentheses.

The t- v.iiues refer to approximate Costs of equality of the
within-Lreatment coefficients:

In the DM models the parameters in. the measurement model for
the aptitude variables arc not .constrained to be equal in the
treatment groups, while. in the SM models they are.



Tabid 7 Results from tests of fit of the full LISREL
models with the speed/understanding outcome
variables'.

Verbal/figural
aptitudes

X2 df

DM:
y-parameters equal
in the groups

y-parameters not
equal in the groups

244.54 196

240.43 12

Difference 4.11 4

SM:

y-parameters equal
in the groups

y-parameters not
equal in the groups

275.17

272.01

221

217

Difference 3.16 4

p

General.
aptitude

X2 df p

.01 258.83 200 .00

.01 255.79 198 .00

.39 3.04 2 .22

.01 287.99 224 .00

.01 286.12 222 .00

.53 .87 2 .65

1
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